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PREFACE 
The final two chapters of the following text is a set of networks - represented 
by collages - assembled within a generative structure composed from an epis-
temological milieu. These two chapters are the result of an unconventional 
design method introduced by the epistemological milieu and they are deter-
minant for the construction of this text. 
A five inch wide, centered body of text introduces this unconventional design 
method. As this body of text flows through the different chapters, its relation 
with either of two marginal columns adapts and mutates. 
Throughout the whole text footnotes and figure captions are placed in the 
marginal columns adjacent to the main body of text. The typeface used for 
both is Garamond Italic 
In the Introduction the main body of text is interrupted by the description of 
the conventional program. The explanation of the conventional program 
needs to be read as an underlay for the unconventional program, so it does 
not fit the five inch column and its typeface is Helvetica. 
x 
In both final chapters, Assemblage and Reticule, are collages of bits and pieces 
of text: quotes, remarks out of the epistemological milieu, historical informa-
tion, images, personal remarks ... only the links between the bits and pieces are 
placed in the five inch center column. The bits and pieces are in different fonts 
(Helvetica, Garamond, Palatino) to accentuate their independence. 
The whole text is composed of block paragraphs to interrupt the flow and to 
accentuate the idea of collage, bits and pieces of text. 
The text does not always refer specifically to every image, because the images 
are placed adjacent to the text to suggest potential relations. 
The subheadings titling the collages are in a bolder, more distinct format than 
the main chapter headings, because the collages form the predominant com-
ponents of this work. 
INTRODUCTION 
This work represents one possible way of ordering the results of a year and a 
half's research. As the work progressed, it became more and more entangled 
in various webs of bits and pieces. Over time, the web changed, threads 
shifted, bits disappeared, and new ones appeared. This network suggests an 
architecture of ideas originated by approaching design as an accretion of mul-
tiple small elements moving in a spatial hybrid of text and image. The web is 
built upon the programmatic structure of an "epistemological milieu", charac-
terized by six nodes representing various possibilities of accretion and prolif-
eration, the way in which these nodes are conducted, and what they 
represent. This milieu is defined by associational webs woven among the 
nodes. These webs of images in which the names of things - words, resem-
blances in shape, color, and so on, allusions and other kinds of resemblance 
form the motivated/motivating joints, twists or knots - the linking abilities of 
computer links - in the Net'! This unconventional mode of designing overlays 
a conventional program; a confrontation between the "high culture" worlds of 
theory and digital space and the "low culture" worlds of the everyday object 
and domestic and street life. Both cultures serve as a space for developing 
new approaches to the complex problems of abandoned public space, the East 
River Park in New York City. The design method used here intentionally chal-
lenges the traditional mode of Western thinking derived from Aristotle that 
I See also The Hypertextual 
Picturesque, a hybrid of old 
and new, simple and com-
plex, of scales ranging from 
the very large to the very 
small, and most important, 
of accretion, proliferation, 
and mutation. 
For further explanation of 
this approach to design see 
Jennifer Bloomer, "The Mat-
ter of the Cutting Edge," in 
Desiring Practices, (New 
York: Partners Publishers 
group, Inc.), 1996. 
2 Iowa State University, The-
sis Manual, (Graduate Col-
lege Thesis Office.) 
3 George P. Landow, Hyeer-
tEJ!, (Baltimore and london: 
The Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity Press, 1992), 3. G. P. 
Landow quotes from Roland 
Barthes, S/Z, Editions du 
Seuil, 1970, 11-12, trans. 
Richard Miller, (Hill and 
Wtmg, New York, 1974), 5-
6. 
2 
structures thought along lines of bipolar logic: thus, right and left, male and 
female, form and formless matter, controlled and uncontrolled, rational and 
irrational, conventional and eccentric. Therefore, it has been a challenge to 
represent this project within the prediscribed form of the Iowa State thesis,2 
which is derived from such thinking. The logic of my project counters the log-
ical structure suggested by the Graduate Thesis Office. The logic of my project 
is in line with the logics offered by and intrinsic to the computer: webs with 
flows among nodes. This is the logic of digital hypermedia, and therefore the 
print medium is limited in its ability to represent this kind of thinking. 
In S/Z, Roland 8arthes describes an ideal textuality that precisely matches 
that which has come to be called computer hypertext - text composed of 
blocks of words (or images) linked electronically by multiple paths, chains, or 
trails in an open-ended, perpetually unfinished textuality described by terms 
link, node, network, web, and palh: "In this ideal text, the networks [reseaux] 
are many and interact, without anyone of them being able to surpass the rest; 
this text is a galaxy of signifiers, not a structure of signifieds; it has no begin-
ning; it is reversible; we gain access to it by several entrances, none of which 
can be authoritatively declared to be the main one; the codes it mobilizes 
extend as far as the eye can reach, they are indeterminable ... ; the systems of 
meaning can take over this absolutely plural text, but their number is never 
closed, based as it is on the infinity of language".3 
In the hypermedia environment of the CD ROM, one is not limited to a single 
frozen moment of representation, but can present the work in all its intercon-
nected relationships. The reader can manipulate the interactions of the differ-
ent structures, open different windows and views, and, in a sense, become 
Fig. 1 
Fragment ofVersailles, 
flipped upside down and, left 
to right. 
'Jardins, pares ou carrieres, 
project pour Ie domaine de 
Versailles," in Plans raisonnes 
de toutes les especes de jardins 
(pI. XXV), by Thouin, 1820 
Fig. 2 
Lace-drawing 
!. 
,.,.....-~ .... 
3 
entangled in a network in the same way this whole 
research is entangled in it. 
Because of the linear approach of 
this text, there is a need to 
describe the conventional program at this point. 
~~~o-__ l.J This information needs to be stored in the back of 
the brain, always present in an unconscious way. It needs to be thought of as 
an underlay for the web, and after time bits and pieces slowly seep through 
the mazes of thought - just as it happened during this research. 
CONVENTIONAL PROGRAM 
The conventional program is derived from the "East River Project" in New York City: a national collection 
of collaborative studios orchestrated by the Van Alen Institute. The Project addresses the question of 
how best to energize and rehabilitate the decaying urban fabric on the banks of the East River in Lower 
Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens. The Iowa State Laboratory for Experimental Design was assigned 
the East River Park (extending over a mile between 14th and Jackson Streets) and the structure that 
intersects it, the Williamsburg Bridge (spanning the river between Brooklyn and Manhattan at Delancey 
Street). 
4 Jacques Derrida, Seeech 
and Phenomena, (Chicago: 
Northwestern University 
Press, 1979),30. 
4 
Manhattan's grid is, above all, a conceptual speculation. In spite of its apparent neutrality, it implies an 
intellectual program for the island: in its indifference to topography, to what exists, it claims the superiority 
of mental construction over reality. Through the plotting of streets and blocks it announces that the subju-
gation, if not obliteration, of nature is its true ambition. 
The Grid's two-dimensional discipline also creates undreamt- of freedom for three-dimensional anarchy. 
The grid defines a new balance between control and de-control in which the city can be at the same time 
ordered and fluid, a metropolis of rigid chaos.5 
The East River Park is disconnected from Manhattan's ridged, generative grid by large scale public 
housing projects,6 characterized by its own specific use of public space in between the building blocks. 
Another interruption of the pedestrian-flow between the park and central Manhattan is FOR-Drive, a 
busy highway running north-south along the west side of the Park. FOR-drive, the housing project and 
the landfill East River Park, are parts of a project realized by Robert Moses in the 1930's. 
The Williamsburg Bridge reaching across the housing project into Manhattan's grid could be a major 
connector among the city, the housing project, the park and the Brooklyn-side of the river. This project 
addresses the bridge near the Manhattan-side bridge pier and the crossing over the park. A connection 
between the bridge and the park, a smaller connection between the housing project, the park and the 
bridge and a Rapid Transit Station on the subway line running across the bridge, and viewing places on 
the bridge constitute the program. 
There now is your insular city of the Manhattoes, belted round by wharves as Indian isles by coral reefs -
commerce surrounds it with her surf. Right and left, the streets take you waterward. Its extreme down-
town is the battery, where that noble mole is washed by waves, and cooled by breezes, which a few hours 
previous were out of sight of land. Look at the crowds of water-gazers there.7 
5 Rem Koolhaas, New York, 
A Retroactive Manifesto {or 
Manhattan, (New york: 
Oxfurd University Press, 
1978),15. 
6 This area in New York is 
second to Harlem in poverty 
and education levels, property 
values, and unemployment 
rates. 
7 Herman Melville, Moby 
Dick or The Whale, (New 
York: The Modern Library, 
1930),2. 
5 
GENERATIVE STRUCTURE 
This work is an 'assemblage' of my research among a generative structure 
composed within the epistemological milieu. I am using this word assem-
blage in the same way that Jacques Derrida uses it: "The word 'assemblage' 
seems more apt for suggesting that the kind of bringing-together proposed 
here has the structure of an interlacing, a weaving, or a web, which would 
allow the different threads and different lines of sense or force to separate 
again, as well as being ready to bind others together."s 
Because the project is not unlike the web of language, with words having dif-
ferent meanings depending on their relations to other words - in other words 
there is a kind of flow of signification in language - the terminology used for 
the generative structure and the way the terms connect to each other needs to 
be precisely formulated. 
This thesis-work is the recipe for a CD ROM. Instead of creating this work as 
bits and pieces in web-structure, this is a description of the actual thing, as 
making drawings for a building. 
A bit or piece isffoJe. 
Node: 1. a: a pathological swelling or enlargement (as a rheumatic joint) 
b: a discrete mass of one kind of tissue enclosed in tissue of a 
different kind 
2. an entangling complication (as in a drama): predicament 
8 Jacques Derrida as cited by 
George Landow, Hypertext, 
(Baltimore and London: The 
Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1992),9. 
6 
3. either of the two points where the orbit of a planet or comet 
intersects the ecliptic; also: either of the points at which the 
orbit of an earth satellite crosses the plane of the equator 
4. a: a point, line, or surface of a vibrating body or system that is 
free or relatively 
free from vibratory motion 
b: a point at which a wave has an amplitude of zero 
5. a: a point at which subsidiary parts originate or center 
b: a point on a stem at which a leaf or leaves are inserted 
c: a point at which a curve intersects itself in such a manner 
that the branches 
have different tangents 
d: a point or vertex of a network or graph9 
Out of this definition we can understand that the importance of each node, 
fragment within the network can grow or reduce at any time. The node itself 
is a network or tissue, an interweaving or accumulation of different smaller 
things. The scale of a node can be very large or very small. The node repre-
sents a center or it can generate an other node. 
The word that I am using for the different, temporary "territories", where the 
threads of the web are binding nodes together with other nodes and create a 
structure is :Jlelicule. 
Reticule reticulum network, network bag 
1. RETICLE 
2. a women's drawstring bag used esp. as a carryall10 
9Merriam \Vebster's Colle-
giate Dictionary, (Spring-
field, Massachusetts, Tenth 
Edition, Merriam-Webster, 
Incorporated, 1996), 787. 
IOIbid., 1000 
7 
The structure of a reticule is similar to that of a woven structure with the 
important difference that each cross-over is a knot, an entanglement of two 
threads - a node. The reticule takes the shape of its contents, which are items 
belonging to a woman just as it is a network carried by a woman. 
8 
EPISTEMOLOGICAL MILIEU 
This collection of six nodes, characterized by various possibilities of accretion, 
proliferation and mutation, is the programmatic/generative structure for the 
assemblage of nodes on which this project, the different reticules are build 
THE CRYSTAL PALACE 
Joseph Paxton designed the Crystal Palace for the World Exhibition of 1851 in 
London. This giant greenhouse was a magnified version of his Lily-house at 
Chatsworth, a construction out of standard glass and iron parts, light and airy. 
Objects from all over the world, among them huge numbers of luxuriously 
ornamented Victorian items, were framed by the Palace's simple and rational 
structure and the light coming through the buildings transparent skin 
enhanced their display. This huge flickering cabinet of curiosities - a monu-
ment to consumer capitalism and an application of the new manufacturing 
technique of serial production - was a succession of repetitive parts, while its 
contents comprised a jumble and accumulation of various small parts. The 
palace and its contents, Victorian luxury items and reproductions of worlds 
most famous ornamental constructions, was adored and discussed amongst 
many, condemned and criticized among an equal number. 
Fig. 3 
Detail of Byzantine Orna-
ment 
Owen jones, The Grammar 
o(Ornament, Dover Publi-
cations, Inc. , New york, Plate 
XXX. 
9 
The Crystal Palace placed in a context by John Ruskin: 
"In the year 1851, when all that glittering roof was built, in order to exhibit the 
petty arts of our fashionable luxury - carved bedsteads of Vienna, glued toys of 
Switzerland and gay jewelry from France - in that very year, I say, the greatest pic-
tures of Venetian masters were rotting at Venice in the rain, for want of a roof to 
cover them, with holes made by cannon-shot through their canvass."12 
The building, designed as a temporary construction, could be taken down 
after the exhibition leaving Hyde Park unscarred. In 1852 the Victorian Enter-
prise was reerected in Sydenham near London and furnished as a Winter Park 
and Garden. The glittering and monstrous icon of the machine age came to a 
tragic end in a fire on a winter night in 1936. 
THE GRAMMAR OF ORNAMENT13 
Owen Jones (1809-1874) was born in London. After completing his studies at 
the Royal Academy, he traveled through the Middle East and Spain. In Gran-
ada he was fascinated by the Alhambra and, between 1842 and 1845, he pro-
duced Plans, Elevations, Sections and Details of the Alhambra. In 1851 he was 
appointed as superintendent of works at the Great Exhibition in London. In 
1852, Jones became supervisor of decoration when the Crystal Palace was 
reerected at Sydenham. But, it is for his monumental The Grammar of Ornament 
(1856) that Owen Jones is chiefly remembered. This publication is a collection 
of 90 plates of ornamental motifs gathered from different civilizations that 
12john Ruskin "The opening 
o/the Crystal Palace Consid-
ered in some of its R elations to 
the Prospects of Art," 1854, 
in Patrick Beaver, The Crys-
tal Palace, 1851-1936,A 
Portrait o{Victorian Enter-
J!!iJ!., (London: Hugh Evelyn, 
1970). 
130wenjones, The Grammar 
o (Ornament, (New York: 
Dover Publications, Inc. , 
1987) . 
10 
best demonstrated good design as defined by the Jones' 37 propositions, relat-
ing to purpose, form, proportion and application of color. The variety of 
sources from which Jones drew his material is staggering: Greek vases; 
Roman mosaics; Celtic manuscripts, wood and fabrics; Turkish mosques and 
Tombs, to name a few. The ten plates concluding the book were botanical 
drawings, for Jones held that nature was the ultimate source of good design 
and inspiration. Nature, however, was not to be copied directly, but had to be 
conventionalized to become effective; each culture had to reinterpret nature 
for its own ends. 
THE GARDEN 
The garden, the cultural artifact that is grounded in the messy, dark, nurturing 
decay of its own production. In the garden, we are in the space of nature and cul-
ture, form and matter, concrete and abstract, exterior and interior. And, signifi-
cantly, we are in a space of the feminine and the masculine. 
Fig. 4 
Detail oJByzantine Orna-
ment 
Owen Jones, The Grammar 
oj ornament, Dover Publica-
tions, Inc. , New york, Plate 
XXX. 
Fig. 5 
Ibid. 
Fig. 6 
Detail oJLeaves and Flowers 
from nature 
Ibid., Plate XCI 
11 
The garden is no more a natural thing than an electron microscope, or the Taj 
Mahal. As an intersection of nature and culture, however it is slightly more com-
plex and involuted than most things we make. Gardens are complex constructions 
of form and matter in which, unlike in the instrument and in the building, matter 
- the residing substance of nature - is the present condition, dominant over func-
tion and form. 
Gardens are about making lovely, controlled constructions that sway and rustle. 
mutate, give forth exquisite and repulsive odours, and sometimes simply disappear. 
The garden is "a curious room, crammed with wonders": mutating matter; palpa-
ble space-time currents; shifting color; intimate relations with the sun's light, with 
the breath of animals, and with the flow of liquid; notions of order; the substantia-
tion of histories and theories.14 
As Jennifer Bloomer mentions in the first of this set of paragraphs extracted 
out of liThe Matter of the Cutting edge," the garden is a space where form and 
matter, abstract and concrete meet. The first of this set of pairs comprises the 
hard bones or the architecture of the garden, the latter the ongOing process of 
changing and mutation and very much the space where this project gained 
matter. Next to this, some hard bones and specific garden designs need to be 
considered in relation to this contemplation of ideas. 
Le Pare de Buttes-Chaumont is a nineteenth century park on the outskirts of 
Paris designed by Jean-Charles Adolphe Alphand (1817-1891). 
14 Jennifer Bloomer, "The 
Matter of the Cutting Edge'; 
in Desiring Practices, (New 
York: Partners Publishers 
Group, 1996), 22-24. 
12 
This park occupies the site of the legendary gibbet of Montfaucon, its road system 
and nearby plaster quarries, formerly the favored haunts of the worst Parisian gyp-
sies. The idea was - writes its creator - to make use of the extremely uneven and 
hilly terrain of this district, where everything was repulsive or sinister, to establish 
a picturesque promenade. 1 5 
Since the middle of the last century the garden has been served as a cure for 
the ills of the city, and has helped to knit the disintegrated fabric together. The 
garden was intended to fulfill private needs for peace and seclusion and at the 
same time to provide for the common good . 
•.. .1 had arranged for us to meet at the Buttes, on the suspension bridge over the 
lake. From there I would be able to conduct the affair at my leisure. Depending 
upon the degree of vertigo the spot induced in the young girl, I would either take 
her up to the Rotonde for a view of Paris, or straight to the Grotto, where the 
shade and coolness would serve as allies. 16(A walk in the Buttes Chaumont) 
One component of garden-architecture (the so-called bones) is the grotto. Like 
the artificial rock of Buttes-Chaumont, it looks like a monumental rock on the 
outside, but has amazing 'grotesque! sculptural qualities on the inside. 
"The Grotto of Redemption" build by Father Paul Dobberstein in West Bend, 
Iowa, is the largest Grotto in the world; it represents the largest international 
collection of minerals and petrifications concentrated in anyone spot. Another 
example of a grotto build out of a collection of minerals and a superimposi-
tion of ideas is the Grotto of Alexander Pope's Garden in Twickenham, 
England. John Serle, Pope's gardener, published a description of a plan and a 
15 M ichel Vernes,_ Cities d-
Parks in opposition. The 
Architectural Review. 1048. 
20-24, 1884, cites A. Alp-
hand, Les Promenades de 
Paris, 2 vol, 1867,73 
16 Denise Le Dantec and 
Jean-Pierre Le Dantec, Read-
ing the French Garden. trans-
lated by Jessica Levine, 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
The MIT PrerJ,1990), 185. 
13 
perspective view of the grotto in 1745 which included an account of all the 
minerals of which it is composed, and their original location. He writes about 
room 7; 
Numb VII 
Different kinds of Italian Marble, many fine Kerry Stones of different watters, 
with several fine fossils form Ireland, from the Earl of Orrery. Many flakes of 
White Spar and Mother-Amethyst, from the Duchess of Cleveland. The roof of 
small stones incrusted over, out of the River Thames. Some Square Dice of Mun-
die, several Pieces of Silver Ore from Old Spain, with several sorts of mossY 
THE PICTURESQUE 
The notion of the picturesque started to gain influence at the end of the eigh-
teenth century. The theory and realization of the picturesque introduced the mod-
em concept of critical choice in relation to architectural planning, and to the use 
of montage and 'fragmentation'. At a time when nature was regarded as a comple-
ment to the life of the community, the role of the painter, the architect and the 
garden designer was to select those images from history and imagination which 
elicited the desired reaction from the spectator. the various features which com-
prised the different episodes in the garden - the pavilions, temples, lakes, trees, 
hills etc. - were chosen and set out in such a way that they made a perfectly com-
posed picture in a frame. Nature was thus created anew and the story of the world 
rewritten.IS 
Monique Mosser and George Teyssot quote the relationship between the pic-
turesque and the concepts of collage and fragmentation. The word montage, is 
a derivation of the French word monter; to mount, to arrange or assemble for 
17 John Serle, A Plan o[Mr. 
Popes Garden (1745). (Los 
Angeles: William Andrews 
Clark Memorial Library, 
University of California, 
1982),9 
IBM onique Mosser and 
Georges Teyssot, 'The Archi-
tecture of the Garden and 
Architecture in the Garden': 
in The Architecture o(West-
ern Gardens, (Cambridge: 
Massachusetts: The MIT 
Press, 1991), 13. 
14 
use of display. Montage shares meaning with the word collage derived from 
the French coller, to glue; an assembly of diverse fragments. A fragment means 
a part that is broken off or detached from a whole. Each fragment carries its 
time and space relationship with the whole through the assembly, which tells 
its own story. Each detail or fragment moves back, or on, to its other displays, 
being also part of them. 
MATERIAL WORLD 
Material World, A Global Family Portrait, is a photographic project by Peter 
Menzel. 
Welcome to Material World. In an unprecedented effort, 16 of the world's fore-
most photographers traveled to 30 nations around the globe to live for a week 
with families that are statistically average for that nation. At the end of each visit, 
photographer and subjects collaborated on a remarkable portrait of the familyout-
side of its home, surrounded by all its possessions - a few jars and jugs for some, an 
explosion of electronic gadgetry for others. Vividly portraying the Book and feel of 
the human condition everywhere on Earth like nothing before. 19 
The objects surrounding the families create a puzzle for decoding the culture 
and history of these diverse families. 
19 Peter Menzel. Material 
World. A Global Family Por-
trait. (San Francisco: Sierra 
Club Books. 1994). cover. 
15 
THE GARDEN OF EARTHLY DELIGHTS 
The Garden of Eartilly Delights is a large triptych painted by Hieronymous 
Bosch, now located in the Prado Museum in Madrid. This allegoric and irre-
sistibly fascinating painting shows a proliferation of human beings, naked 
bodies, mutated animals, heavenly fruits and beautiful colors and is perhaps 
Bosch's most beautiful, certainly his most complex creation. Its subject, The 
Last Judgment, recurs throughout his work, but is treated here in a revolution-
ary way. A colorful landscape with a high horizon stretches continuously from 
the Garden of Eden on the left wing across the plain of the central panel - The 
Sinful Descendants of Adam, full of naked men, birds and weird hybrid animals, 
to the cold, dark, murky plains of Hell lit by hideous fires. On the closed wings 
of the triptych is The Third Day of Creation depicted in grey tones.20 
There is hardly anything known about Bosch's life and his intellectual and 
spiritual evolution. We don't know who his friends, teachers or patrons may 
have been, or what led him to the subject matter that constituted such a willful 
break with the tradition of religious painting. We do know that he was mar-
ried, owned a house, and was a member of the prestigious "Swan" chapter of 
the Brotherhood of Our Lady, whose archives contain a record of his death, 
which occurred in 1516 at the age of sixty.21 
Bosch was brought up in Brabant in the Low Countries at the end of the Mid-
dle Ages, and behind all his work lie the assumptions and preoccupations of 
20 It was common in north-
ern Europe to paint the sub-
jects on the outside wings of 
an altarpiece in grey tones, 
'jm grisaille" in imitation of 
sculpture. 
2ICharies De Tolnay, Hiero-
nymous Bosh, (New York: 
William Morrow and Com-
pany, Inc., 1966),23. 
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his day. Life then was one of sharp contrasts, understood by people in the light 
of dogmas of the Pre-Reformation Church. 
The lovers in various vessels in the central panel could perhaps he an allusion to 
the language of alchemy, in which procreation is the key to the evolution of the 
whole material world.22 
FINNEGANS WAKE 
Finnegans Wake,23 joyce's most radical and complex work, began appearing in 
installments in 1932 and was published in its entirety in 1939. 
Joyce refers to Finnegans Wake as "crossmess parzle", both Christmas parcel 
and crossword puzzle.24 
... can be built with glue and clippings, scrawled or voided on a buttress; the night 
express sings his story, the song of sparrownotes on his stave of wires; ... 25 
In Finnegans Wake Joyce manipulates the material- the ink marks on the page 
that become signifiers - in ways that allow it to exist at the borders between 
convention or rationality and madness. Signifiers do not signify in a linear or 
hierarchical fashion but in multiple directions: they slide, they move, suggest-
ing a space created by the signifier as it indicates the directions of its own 
movement through field of knowledge. The material exhibits similarity on 
22Charles De To/fUlY, H ieron-
ymous Bosch, (New York: 
William Morrow and Com-
pany, Inc., 1966},30. 
23 James Joyce, Finnegans 
Wtike, (New York: Viking 
Press, 1939). 
24 Jennifer Bloomer, Architec-
ture and the Text, The 
Gr.;)mets oUorce and 
Piranesi, (New haven and 
London: Yale University 
Press, 1993},45. 
2'1ames Joyce, Finnegans 
\%ke, New York: Viking 
Press, 1939,135, quoted by 
Marsha!! Me Luhan, \%r 
and Piece in the GlobalVil-
lage, (San Francisco: Hard-
wired, 19G8), 4. On p.135 of 
Finnegans Wtike,Joyce 
describes his own verbal 
method ... For anyone discour-
aged by Joyce's method, let 
him consider that it is no 
more than the habit of pene-
trating the mosaic forms of 
every environment, linguistic 
or geographic. 
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multiple levels to Freudian mechanisms of signification (condensation and 
displacement) in dreams_ 26 
26Jennifer Bloomer, Architec-
ture and the Text, The 
(S)crypts oUo'Yce and 
Piramsi, (New Haven and 
london: Yale University Press, 
1993),45. 
Fig. 7 
Detail of The Grotto of the 
Redemption, West Bend, 
Iowa,fa1l1997 
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ASSEMBLAGE 
This assemblage of nodes among fragments of the epistemological milieu con-
tains the theoretical architecture of the project. Jacques Derrida talks about 
reading the assembly as a collage. Each heterogeneous element, or detail of 
the collage, because of its position both as a fragment that can be connected to 
its original context and as a part of a new whole, shuttles between "presence 
and absence" and thus disallows a linear or univocal reading of the whole.27 
27 Jacques Derrida as noted 
by Gregory Ulmer, 'The 
Object of post-criticism," in 
Hal Foster, The Anti-Aes-
thetic: Essays on Postmodem 
Culture, (Washington: Bay 
Press, Port Townsed, 1983), 
88. 
We are, in fact, concerned not to manifest a structure but to produce a structuration. The blanks and 
looseness of the analysis will be like footprints marking the escape of the text; for if the text is subject to 
some form, this form is not unitary, architectonic, finite: it is the fragment, the shard, the broken or obliter-
ated network - all the movements and inflections of a vast "dissolve;' which permits both overlapping and 
loss of messages.28 
Each [Node] is one of the forces that can take over the text 
(of which the text is the network), one of the voices out of 
which the text is woven. Along each utterance one might 
say that off-stage voices can be heard •.. 29 
In S/Z, Roland Barthes describes the interweaving of voices, this interweav-
28 Roland Barthes, SIZ, ing share characteristics with the collage. Barthes also suggest a structuration {New york: Hill and Wang, 
for the fragments of a text, or a collage. The different voices in the following 5 1974),20. 
collages are the facts and ideas out of the epistemological milieu, personal 
Fig. 8 
Fragment ofVersailles. 
Fig. 9 
Fragment ofVersailles. 
Fig. 10 
Detail of The Grotto of the 
Redemption 
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remarks, images, quotes .. . presented in a linear fashion here, not a 'reticule' 
assemblage. 
HYPERTEXT 
The hypertextuallogics of the computer are the logics of this project; a series 
of text chunks, visual information, images, sounds (word-simulations), and 
other forms of data, connected by links which offer the reader different path-
ways. Time and space do not exist in a conventional way. 
The hypertextual [picturesque] could not be classified as hyperspace, but is constructed in 
hyperspace. It is a flickering hybrid (now you see it, now you don't) of something old and 
something new, and of the infinitely large and the infinitely small, and most important, of accre-
29 Roland Barthes, 51Z, 
(New york: Hill and Wang, 
1974),21. 
The auteur changed the word 
code in node to make the 
quote applicable in this work. 
Barthes uses the word code as 
"The five codes create a net-
work. a topos through which 
the entire text passes. 
tion, proliferation and mutation. 3D 
The hypertextual picturesque rests on the logics of the [garden].31 
Each little stone and mineral used for the construction of the "Grotto of 
redemption", represents the place and time of its origin. It can take us to the 
30 Jennifer Bloomer, "The 
Matter of the Cutting Edge", 
in Desiring Practices, (New 
York: Partners Publishers 
Group, 1996),29. 
31 Ibid., 27. 
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realm of its own history. Alexander Pope's Grotto brings us also to many dif-
ferent territories, present in the design as an overlay of ideas; the camera 
obscura, poetry... These characteristics of both grottoes are symptoms of 
hyperspace. 
Owen Jones was responsible for ornamenting the Crystal Palace when it was reerected in 
Sydenham. In [The Grammar of Ornamentt he collected twenty ornamental styles from differ-
ent times and spaces into one collection and presented it as a grammar to inspire the creation of 
ornament, a language of ornament.32 
32 Owen Jones included plates 
from nature, for nature was 
the only good inspiration for 
ornamental design. 
The juxtaposition of the transparent framework assembled out of standard parts and the archive 
a variety of Victorian items, within the [Crystal Palace] and its temporary gathering of different 
IIworld wide" objects is also descriptive of hyperspace. 
Each object is lifted out of its own space and time and represents those as an 
icon that can leads us to that time and space zone. 
Gottfried Semper describes a confusion about the Crystal Palace which is 
related to the confusion experienced when access to 1/ distant spaces" is sud-
denly provided; 
•• .a kind of Babel will be induced by the building of 1851, to which the peo-
ple of the world brought their products. TIlls apparent confusion, however, 
is nothing more than the clear manifestation of certain anomalies within 
existing social conditions, whose causes and effects up to now could not be 
seen by the world so generally and so distinctly.33 
33Gottfried Semper, The Four 
Elements of Architecture and 
other Writings, (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Cambridge 
University Press, 1989), 130. 
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Distant spaces are accessible in the [Material World] and in cyberspace, in which people share 
their private lives with the world. 
[The Garden of Earthly Delights] has been almost universally acknowledged as enigmatic, one 
author after another has approached it as if it were a puzzle that needed solving or a code that 
should be broken, but the key to the room is still not found. 
In "Hieronymous Bosch and the World Upside Down," Keith Moxey describes 
a compelling analytic method, suggesting that the viewer creates his or her 
own story. "Instead of transparency, looking through the painting for an intel-
lectual realm behind the surface I should like to emphasize their opacity - the 
way in which his paintings insist that the interpreter create meaning for 
them. ,,34 
The contemporary critic is abandoning the great myth of interiority: ... He find himself totally dis-
placed from the old themes of locked enclosures, of the treasure in the box that he habitually 
sought in the depths of the words container. Placing himself at the exterior of the text (or 
image), he constitutes a new exterior for it, writing text out of text.35 
When print was new in the sixteenth century, Hieronymous Bosch painted in the 
[Garden of Earthly Delights] the new confusion of spaces resulting from the Guten-
berg technology invasion of the old tactile world of medieval iconography. His ''hor-
ror" pictures are a faithful artistic report of the pain and misery that result from a 
new technology.36 
34 KeithMoxey, '1fierony-
mous Bosch and the 'world 
upside down,'" in Visual Cul-
tJ:E:!., (Hanover, NH: Univer-
sity Press of New England), 
104-140. 
35 Michel Foucault as cited 
by Keith Moxey, Ibid., 106. 
36 Marshall Mc Luhan and 
Quentin Fiore, war and 
Piece in the Global Village, 
(San Francisco: Hardwired, 
1997),7. 
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In War and Peace in the Global Village, M. Mc Luhan notes James Joyce was 
probably the first person to discover that all social changes are the effect of 
new technologies on the order of our sensory lives.37 
Mc Luhan borrows the ten thunderwords from Finnegans Wake. Each thun-
der is a cryptogram or codified explanation of the thundering and reverberat-
ing consequences of the major technological changes in all human history. 
Joyce found the basis for these thundersounds in Giambattista Vicco's (1668-
1744) La Scienza Nuova. Vico divides history in three ages which alternate 
cyclically; The age of Gods, The age of heroes, The age of men,... In the 
description of these time periods, Vico starts each period with a thunder-
sound. In Finnegans Wake (1928-1938) Joyce anticipated the invention of the 
computer (related to thundersound 10); 
"Where the hand of men never set foot." 38 
37AfanhallAfcLuhanand 
Quentin Fiore, ~r and 
Peace in the Global Village, 
(San Francisco: Hardwired, 
1997),7. 
38 James Joyce, Finnegam 
Wake, (New York: Viking 
Press, 1939), 250. 
In [Finnegans Wake] different layers of meaning lie waiting for discovery. Many voices are present and 
take you outside the text. Many overlaying narratives lead you to different paths. 
The many marginal quotes of Finnegans Wake in Marshall Mc Luhan's War and 
Peace in the Global Village function as mediators between Me Luhan's text and 
all the different paths and layers where Finnegans Wake also brings the reader. 
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GROTTO/GROTTO-ESQUE 
Grotesque fro Olt grottesca, lit., cave painting, fem. of grottesco of a cave, fro grotta 
1 a: a style of decorative art characterized by fanciful or fantastic human and animal forms often 
interwoven with foliage or similar figures that may distort the natural into absurdity, ugliness, or 
caricature39 
39 Merriam Webster's Colle-
giate Dictionary, (Spring-
field, Massachusetts, Tenth 
Edition, Merriam-Webster, 
Incorporated, 1996) , 514. 
Fig. 11 
St. Germain-en-laye (Yve-
lines); Grotto of Orpheus. 
Engraving by A. Francini, 
1614. Bibliotheque Nation-
ale, Cabinet des Estampes, 
Paris. 
In the description of the Grotto, which Alexander Pope writes to Edward 
Blount (1725), we can unravel traces of the complex layers of material and 
meaning present in this grotto. 
The dark and messy inside 
cavity of the body relates to 
the female body; the womb 
or the cavity in fruit full of 
seeds, wunderkammers' as 
called in the German SIX-
teenth century garden. 
From the river Thames, you see thro' my Arch up a Walk of the WJdemess to a kind of open temple, wholly 
compos'd of Shells in the Rustic Manner; and from that distance under the temple you look down thro' a 
sloping Arcade of Trees [lining the walk to the grotto on the garden side], and see the sails of the river passing 
suddenly and vanishing, as thro' a Perspective Glass. When you shut the Doors of the Grotto, it becomes on 
the instant, from a luminous Room, a camera Obscura; in the Walls of which the objects of the River, Hills, 
Woods, and Boats, are forming a moving Picture in their visible Radiations: And When you have a mind to 
light it up, it affords you different Scene; it is finished with Shells interspersed with Pieces of Looking-glass 
in angular forms; and in the Ceiling [sic] is a Star of Albaster) is hung in the Middle, a thousand pointed Rays 
glitter and are reflected over the Place.40 
40 A. Pope quoted by Paulette 
Singley, 'TJevouringArchitec-
ture; Ruskin's Insatiable Gro-
tesque, " Assemblage, Vo!' 32, 
April 1997, 108-109 
This alchemy leads to the 
pharmakon-node. 
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The Grotto in the sixteenth century is a product of alchemical ideas and gar-
den design. An interest in alchemy, and a passion for strange natural objects 
and exotic rarities affected the entire cultural development of the sixteenth 
century. Gardens offered a mean of displaying these wonders to the public in 
a systematic form, arranging them in an artificial setting that imitated nature-
complete with water, rocks, animals and plants - and thereby demonstrated 
that nature itself was comprehensible and accessible. 
One of the earliest of these sixteenth-century [gardens] was laid out at Mantua for Isabella 
d'Este. The little garden 'rooms' known as the 'Studio' or the 'Grotto' ... created a perfect setting 
for intimate meetings. 
At the castle built at Liboc, near Prague, by Archduke Ferdinand of the Tyrol, the 'Studio' was 
enlarged to become a building itself. It was laid out in the form of a hexagon or star ... 
The exterior of the building was as imposing and austere as a mountain face, but the interior 
was decorated with the rich array of 'grotesque' sculpture like a grottO.41 
Fig. 12 
Detail of the Grotto of the 
Redemption 
Pope's Grotto is a literary allegory (and intended to be) just as lFinnegans 
Wakel Both are allegories within themselves and they are allegorically 
related. In Finnegans Wake Joyce construct different dark, messy and mysteri-
ous grotto's coated on the inside with grotesque language-sculpture, or like 
the Grotto of Redemption built with bits and pieces related to the outside 
world. The interweaving and distortion of words in Finnegans Wake create 
absurd, unusual and therefore sometimes ugly sounds. The reading of Finne-
gans Wake is grotesque. 
41 Luigi Z angheri, "Curiosi-
ties and M arvels of the Six-
teenth-C entury Garden. " in 
The Architecture ofWestern 
Gardens. (Cambridge M assa-
chusetts: The MIT Press, 
1991.) 
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FEMALE BODY 
In the [Crystal Palace], titillating statuary, such as 'Andromeda Exposed to a Sea Monster' and 
the 'Greek Slave', excruciating in their effrontery were always the centers of admiring crowds. 
The glass see-through structure enhanced these women's nakedness and their erotic charisma. 
Fig. 13 
Detail ofPo/yptych: Vanity, 
Atelier ofMemling (Stras-
bourg, M usee des Beaux 
Arts) 
The soft fold of the woman's belly is a reference of its ability to contain. It is 
the dark, messy, primal room ... the natal home. 
This body is nature, always female, with her primal wildness and material 
bounty ... 
the materia, the old generative soil, the origin.42 
The little lover-rooms in the garden and the grotto with the wet and messy 
stalactites inside, creates a perfect setting for secret meetings and places to 
hide. 
Also the almost erotic protruding belly of ripe fruit, caused by the growing of 
the seeds on the inside relates to the female body. Bernard Tschumi describes 
in Architecture and Disjunction the relationship of e[rot]icism and architecture, 
he uses the following quote by George Bataille; 
42 Jennifer Bloomer, 'The 
Matter of the Cutting Edge, n 
Desiring Practices, {New 
York: Partners Publishers 
Group, 1996), 19. 
Transgression opens the door into what lies beyond the limits usually observed, 
but it maintains these limits just the same. Transgression is complementary to 
the profane world, exceeding its limits but not destroying it.43 
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"Eroticism is not the excess of pleasure, but the pleasure of excess." 
Architecture is the ultimate erotic object, because an architectural act, brought to the level of 
excess, is the only way to reveal both the traces of history and its own immediate experiential 
truth.44 
43Ceorge Bataille cited by 
Bernard Tschumi, Architec-
ture and Disiunction, (Cam 
bridge, Massachusetts: The 
MIT University Press, 1996), 
65. 
44Ibid., 67. 
For Bataille, sexuality and death carry the process of denudation to its most extreme conse-
quences. To be wounded, exposed, opened or flayed, on the one hand, or to wound, expose, 
open or flay on the other, means to lose oneself in an abyss that ruptures the body's deceptive 
continuum. 45 
Fig. 14 
Picture of acorns, gathered at 
ISU campus, Fall 1997. 
Fig. 15 
Anatomical doll, sixteenth-
century. 
This citation of Bataille is used by Mario Perniola in an essay Between Clothing 
and Nudity. Perniola discusses the erotics of undressing, even beyond the 
human skin. We can discover similarities with the sixteenth - century anatom-
ical doll, which were often statues of sensual, young woman with an seduc-
tive facial expression. 
45 Mario Pernio la, "Between 
Clothing and Nudity. " in 
Fragments fOr a History of the 
Human Body, Cambridge, 
(Massachusetts: The MIT 
Press, 1989.) 
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The renewed appeal to corporeal metaphors is evidently based on a "body" radically different 
from that at the center of the humanist tradition. As described in architectural form, it seems to 
be a body in pieces, fragmented, if not deliberately tom apart and mutilated almost beyond rec-
ognition.46 . 
46 Anthony Vidler, The 
Architectural Uncanny, 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
The MIT Press, 1992), 69. 
The farthingale was inspired 
by nature. 
A remarkable protuberance of the female body through history is the farthin-
gale or hoop skirt, together with the corset, a common dressing device in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth century. The body-sculpture caused by these 
devices, had a strong fetish character, they were not merely for physical sup-
port but for positive physical and erotic pleasure. 42David Kunzle, Fashion 
and Fetishism, (New Jersey: 
... whalebone or wooden hoops were placed beneath the skirt, called vertugalles (farthingale, 
from the Spanish verdugo, or sapling) ... 47 
Rowman and Littlefield, 
1982),71. 
Fig. 16 
A farthingale made out of 
wood rods held together by a 
series of ribbon. 
4BCecii Saint-Laurent, The 
great Book of Lingerie, Paris: 
The Vendome Press, 1986, 
67. 
The farthingale shaped the amplitude of the lower half of a woman's body and balanced this 
above the waist by the equally artificial volume created by the basquine. In these under-gar-
ments, woman's shape became completely unnatural, from shoulders to toes. 
The basquine was made of stiff cloth and fitted tightly over the waist, then opened out like a 
funne1. 48 
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The reticule carried by a woman as a carry-all, an extension of her body, con-
tains those objects belonging to her. The reticule takes the shape of these con-
tents. The construction of the reticule is very much like that of lace, created by 
knotting different threads together. 
Lace work is a women's craft of which the results are ornaments, often on gar-
ments for their own use or for decorating their own belongings. 
The farthingale and basquine give shape to their contents. The reticule is shaped by its contents. 
Fig. 17 
Contemporary Lace-work 
Fig. 18 
Detail of the belongings of a 
western family out of the 
M aterialWorld. 
The East River Park is sited on landfill in the East River. The reinforcement of the landfill con-
sists partly of trash from the surrounding areas. In the East River Park's soil is a proliferation of 
objects hidden, objects once belonging to the households of the Neighborhood.[Material World] 
49 Lee Smolin in The Life of 
the Cosmos clarifies this con-
cept; 'The philosophy of 
atomism goes back at least to 
the Greek philosophers Dem-
ocritus and Leucippus in the 
6th century BC. According to 
them, the universe consists of 
a large number of fundamen-
tal panicles, moving in empty 
space. As obvious as this idea 
may seem to us now, it was 
rejected by Aristotle, and was 
only revived many centuries 
later at the stan of the scien-
tific revolution. 
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PHARMAKON 
One of the different meanings woven into the pictorial fabric of [The Garden 
of Earthly Delights], is the very symbolic, visual and figurative relation to the 
world of alchemy. This broad world of mystery and awkwardness is a location 
from which to borrow interpretative material. In the sixteenth century the 
alchemical concepts knew no geographic or chronological boundaries, it 
remained universal and unchallenged until the eighteenth century, when the 
recognition of atoms as the building blocks of life replaced the concept of the 
four elements - earth, air, water, and fire.49 
The organization of Bosch's Garden of Earthly Delights triptych concurs with the alchemical 
allegory which sees distillation as the cyclical creation and destruction of the world. The chem-
ical marriage is depicted in the left panel as the joining of Adam and Eve. Their ensuing multi-
plication into the peoples of the earth takes place in the central panel. The violent putrification 
stage of the process is seen in the right panel, and the washing and resurrection of the elements 
on the exterior.50 
Alchemical illustrations were often bizarre and obtuse in nature. Like Bosch's 
paintings, they show a blend of fantasy and reality, a merging of factual dis-
cretions of the laboratory with bizarre emblematic and symbolic motifs. 
Roger Bacon defined alchemy in the thirteenth century; 
50 Laurinda S. Dixon, 
Alchemicallmager; in Bosch's 
Garden of Delights, (UMl 
Research Press, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, 1981),10-35. 
'~chemy is a science teaching how to make and produce a certain medicine called 
the Elixir, which being thrown upon metals, or imperfect bodies, reduces them to 
absolute perfection."51 
51 Ibid., 40. 
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The 'Marriage vessel' from sixteenth century alchemy ... the true alchemists in Bosch's day, com-
pared their work with God's creation of the world. The first stage was called 'conjunction', or a 
marriage of opposites, when sulfur and mercury, personified as male and female and often as 
Adam and Eve, were joined in a chemical "marriage" and allowed to make and produce "chil-
dren." The mating of the two opposites produced a transmuting agent capable of changing 
Fig. 19 
Detail of center panel of'The 
Garden of Earthly Delights. ' 
'sick' metals into gold and healing human bodies on contact.52 52 Laurinda S. Dixon, 
Alchemical Imagery in Bosch's 
Garden of Delights, (UMI 
Research Press, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, 1981), 10-35. 
Fig.20 
Alchemical "Marriage 
Chamber. " Hieronymus 
Brunswyck, Das Buch zu dis-
tillieren (Strasbourg, 1532), 
cclxxv v. 
The joining of opposites in the marriage vessel, a symbol for the alchemical 
conjunction in order the create a medicine is part of the Pharmacia: the art, 
practice or profession of preparing, preserving, compounding, and dispensing 
medical drugs 
Pharmacia is also a common noun signif)-ing the administration of the phar-
makon, the drug: the medicine and/or poison ... which acts as both remedy 
and poison.53 
53 Jacques Derrida, Dissemi-
nation (Chicago: The Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 
1981),70. 
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... the beautiful object is beautiful prior to ornament. When ornament is added after the establishment of the 
beautiful object, there must logically be a slipping away of beauty, since, for the object to possess beauty in the 
first place, "nothing may be added ... but for the worse." So when something (ornament) is added, the object 
becomes both worse (no longer its pure self) and better ("more delightful"). 
Ornament is a pharmakon as it can be both cure and poison. 
In the subtitle of an essay, Reflections on Adolf Loos, George Hersey questions 
why Loos considers ornament a cure for woman and a poison for building; 
54 Jennifer Bloomer, ';4bodes 
of Theory and Flesh," in 
Assemblage I 7, (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: The MIT 
Press, 1992.),9. 
"Why should woman but not bu3dings be ornarnented?,,55 
Fig. 21 
Detail ofWilliamsburg bridge 
STRUCTURE/ORNAMENT 
Paxton used his Lily-House as inspiration for designing the [Crystal Palace]. 
He developed an economic structure based on nature, which is according to 
Owen Jones the inspiration for good design. The ridged and repetitive struc-
ture itself is ornamented based on nature, but the most important ornament of 
this giant greenhouse is its contents, what you can see trough its transparent 
skin, the highly ornamented Victorian interior. 
55Ceorge Hersey, "Reflections 
on AdolfLoos, Why should 
woman but not buildings be 
ornamented?" Any (Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts: The 
MIT Press,) 
Fig.22 
Detail of the Crystal Palace 
structure 
Also within the construction 
of this thesis, the structure 
versus ornament issues were 
constantly present. The 
mosaic patterns created in the 
collages were in contradiction 
with the structure of thesis 
writing as described in the 
Iowa State Thesis manual. 
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Paxton ohtained a cutting of a heautiful water-lily, discovered hy a British traveller 
in Guiana in 1837. He putted it into a heated tank at Chatsworth and designed 
paddle wheels to keep the water moving. The plant then hehaved like JaclCs hean-
stalk and in three months it had reached enormous proportions. There were eleven 
leaves, each 5 feet in diameter, and huge beautiful blooms. Paxton named his lily 
Victoria Regia.Still the Lily grew and Paxton was faced with the necessity ofhuild-
ing a special house for it. One day, to test the buoyancy of the leaves, he placed his 
little daughter on one of them and noticed that it took her weight without the least 
distortion. He then studied the underside of the leaf - the radiating ribs strength-
ened by cross-ribs - and decided to use the Victoria Regia as a pattern for the 1iI~­
house. 6 
[Finnegans Wake] is a mosaic constructed out of bits and pieces of words and 
ideas, which create different patterns through the book. The conventional 
grammar is highly interwoven with ornament. This ornament is often sound 
based and created by combining word pieces through sound analogy. 
56 Patrick Beaver, The Crys-
tal Palace: 1851-1936, a 
portrait ofYictorian Enter-
prise (London: Hugh Evelyn, 
1970), 
33 
Adolf Loos' ideas about the structure/ornament duality address gender 
issues in this subject. While Loos dislikes ornament in general, he prescribes is 
for woman. 
Woman must fetishistically adorn herself as a sexual object in order to hold her place by the side of the big, 
strong man.57 
The farthingale, a construction tight along the woman's waist is the perfect 
example of an interweaving of structure and ornament, inspired by nature. 
57 Adolf laos, 'Drnament 
and Crime." Programs and 
Mani{!stoes on 20th-century 
Architecture. (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: The MIT 
Press, 1990), 20. 
The evolution of culture is synonymous with the removal of ornament from utilitarian objects.5S 
Fig. 23 
DetailofWilliamsburg 
Bridge 
The reticule is, like the Crystal Palace, a structure that is ornamented by its 
contents: unlike the Crystal Palace it is shaped by the objects inside. 
Also from the point of view of this project's site, the design process of the Wil-
liamsburg Bridge opens the ornament versus structure issues. When the 
design proposal for the Will~amsburg Bridge in 1986 for the first time was 
published, it was criticized from an esthetic point of view. The towers were 
constructed out of an exposed steel structure, which were nothing like the 
monumental stone towers of the Brooklyn Bridge. 
58 Ibid. 
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Buck's59 towers were remarkable in that they were all steel, and they were defended by Engineering 
News (1896), which was "utterly opposed to false ornamentation in similar structures and to any attempt 
to disguise the real materials of construction or the chief lines of stress." The journal did admit, however, 
that, "in a monumental work of this character, in the center of a great city, good taste in design and proper 
ornamentation must be considered; and if a more pleasing effect can be secured ... the effort should cer-
tainly be made and is worth the added COSt."60 
Fig. 24 
Walkway of the Williamsburg 
Bridge. Picture taken by 
Mitchell Squire. 
59 Leffert L. Buck, chief engi-
neer of the Williamsburg 
Bridge 
60H on k OE ° enrl retros 1, ngmeers 
of Dreams, Great Bridge 
Builders and the Spanning of 
America, (New York:Alfred 
A. Knopf, 1995), 159. 
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Central Park, located in the center of Manhattan's grid is like an ornamental 
carpet overlaid on the grid. The contrast between structure and ornament is 
extremely visible in plan. Like Rem Koolhaas mentions in Delirious New 
York, Manhattan's grid is both a generator of order and chaos. 
Fig. 25 
Detail of Central Park, M an-
hattan, New York. 
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RETICULE 
This chapter contains the architectural realization of the project. It is a collage -
like the other collages - constructed out of bits and pieces (nodes) of the epis-
temological milieu and the conventional program, with the difference that 
nodes out of the previous collages also are used. This collage is like a reticule, 
Fig. 26 
a reticule, contains the gar-
den, the grotto, the pictur-
esque, the bridge, ornament, 
structure, the female body, 
pharmakon,hypenextand 
the material world, the Gar-
den ofEanhly Delights and 
Finnegans wake. 
Plan of Buttes-Chaumont. 
Bibliotheque Nationale, 
Canes et Plans, Paris 
61 Katleen Wouters, born in 
1974 in Herentals, Belgium. 
In 1992, I started getting 
entangled in architecture, in 
a beautiful city, Ghent. One 
of Belgium's medieval cities, 
famous for the Brothers Van 
Eyck's 'Jl.ltarpiece of the Mys-
tic Lamb" and, second after 
Bruges, for its lace work. 
I left for Ames, Iowa in 
August of 1997 to work in 
Jennifer Bloomer's studio on 
this project. During this 
project and my time inAmes, 
many people supported me, 
some of them extremely gener-
ous. Thank you, Jennifer 
Bloomer, Paulette Singley, 
Robert Segrest, Ingrid Lilli-
gram, Martine De Maese-
neer, Ferdinand Schlich, 
Carol Jay, Jeffrey Balmer, 
Kiki Verbeeck, Bert Vande-
kerkhof,Joost Verstraete, Sofie 
Wouters, Inge Wouters, my 
dad and especially my mom. 
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a little drawstring workbag carried by a woman, containing objects belonging 
to her. The objects are all the nodes in the proliferation of networks of this 
work and the woman is me.61 
Fig. 27 
This project is part of rede-
signing the East River Park, a 
collaborative project together 
with Mitchell Squire, Shawn 
gordon, Kevin Harney and 
Shaohua Lui. 
Drawing by Jeffrey Balmer. 
The project is a Rapid Transit Station in Manhattan located on the Williamsburg Bridge at the place 
where the bridge crosses the East River Park. The design is connected down to the park and the hous-
ing project, on the other side of FOR drive. The subway station consists of different platforms, which con-
nect to the pedestrian walkway of the bridge. On the platforms are little rooms designed for sitting & 
viewing, vending stands and bathrooms. 
[ornament! structure] 
Fig. 28 
Generative object, cheese-
cloth and glue. 
62h / " " ea mg means creatmg 
accessibility 
[pharmakon] 
In Delirious New York, Rem 
the true ambition of the 
chaos. The East River Park 
park on the edge, the place 
Manhattan's rigid grid is also 
into an irregular cotton gauze. 
pieces, together to "heal,,62 the 
the gridded city, the bridge w 
lacy knot of entangled threads. 
To represent the chaos within 
38 
to make cheese or 
[female body] 
[material world 
Fig. 29 
East River, N ew York. 
[material world] 
[garden of earthly delights] 
[picturesque] 
[Finnegans Wake] 
Fig. 30 
Detail of the mosaic of the city 
grid. 
[structure/ornament] 
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the city, the site plan is inlaid with pieces, patterns and colors appropriated 
from The Garden of Earthly Delights. Just as the city, this painting is a palimp-
sest of different layers of meaning, an enigma. 
The Williamsburg Bridge is built of an exposed riveted steel structure of com-
plex and sophisticated engineering. 
Mosaic: 
a surface decoration made by inlaying small pieces of variously colored mate-
rial to form pictures or pattems63 
The upper-level truss of this intricate bridge consists of a three level circula-
tion system, an eight lane divided highway, a subway level and a pedestrian 
walkway. 
To be able to manipulate, replace and alter the structure of the bridge, in order 
to extend the walkways sideways for a subway platform, a careful dissection 
of the bridge was necessary. The inner part of the bridge needed to swell to 
63Merriam Webster's Colle-
giate Dictionary, (Spring-
field, Massachusetts, Tenth 
Edition, M erriam-Webster, 
Incorporated, 1996),959. 
[anatomical statue] 
[pharmakon] 
[grotesque] 
[pharmakonl 
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create the extra space. By relocating and replacing parts of the structure, it 
appeared to burst open like a ripe fruit., suggesting an assimilation of external 
matter by this growing body. 
like an ornamental disease or deformity. 
Being a major node in the circulation and accessibility of the site, this defor-
mity is a dissemination of both a diseased bridge and a flow of business and 
activity that is the remedy for the park. 
mity. 
[female body] 
( structure/ ornament] 
Fig. 32 
Farthingale 
[grotesque] 
[grotto] 
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Analyzing the bridge's material body through the process of dissecting is 
analogous with dissecting the human body to achieve knowledge of its inside. 
The anatomical doll in the sixteenth century, often rendered as an erotic 
female body, was as an object of desire waiting for the inspection and opening 
by the male scientist's hands. 
.;'jjI!'6J!y'-'!"st fetishistically adorn herself as a sexual OD'le(::I: 
place by the side of ~"<:"" , .... ~.,." 
The bridge is a suspension structure, the bridge platform is suspended from 
the towers. 
The farthingale is a suspension structure suspended from the women's waist. 
The farthingale is woven into the bridge structure and is realized by several 
polygonal structures on one side connected to the steel bridge trusses on the 
other side suspended from the bridge's main suspension cables. These polyg-
64 Adolf laos, "Ornament 
and Crime." Programs and 
Manifestoes on 20th-century 
Architecture. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: The MIT 
Press, 1990, 20. 
Fig. 33 
generative sketch 
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onal structures support the additional platforms, which carry the little view-
ing rooms - the seeds or the reticules. 
The farthingale provides an overhang on which the walkways connecting to 
the park are suspended. As a device that deforms the body of the bridge, the 
farthingale makes the bridge appear completely un-natural. It is ornamental 
fetishism. 
Fig. 34 
detail of the transverse section 
through the Rapid Transit 
Station 
[The Granunar of Ornament] 
Fig. 35 
DetailofBywntine Ornament, 
The Grammar o[Ornament, 
Owen Jones. 
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The intestines of this bridge belly are little seeds, reticules. The basic structures 
of these reticules are generated from the reticule, a drawstring bag: a bolted 
steel structure configured as a network. The shapes of these little rooms are 
inspired by Byzantine Ornament from Owen Jones' collection The Grammar of 
Ornament. This ornament has a potential to be interpreted as a triangulated 
steel truss. 
These images served as an underlayment for a three-dimensional structural 
study. The hexagons have been moved, shifted, and multiplied. Throughout 
this process various lace work served as major inspiration source for the 
design of the project. 
[ structure/ ornament] 
Fig. 36 
generative object, hexagon-
lace structure 
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65Merriam Webster's Colle-
giate Dictionary, Tenth Edi-
tion, (M erriam-Webster, 
Incorporated, Springfield, 
Massachusetts, 1996), 1243 
66Merriam Webster's Colle-
giate Dictionary, Tenth Edi-
tion, (M erriam-Webster, 
Incorporated, Springfield, 
Massachusetts, 1996),95. 
Fig 37 
Picture of acorns 
Fig. 38 
Detail of painting, Med-
lars and butterfly, S. 
Adriaen coorte 
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Reticulwn: 
the second compartment of a stomach of a nuninant in which folds of the mucous membrane fonn hex-
agonal cells.65 
accretion 
1. The process of growing by organic enlargement; continued growth. 2. The growing together 
or coherence of separate particles, or of parts normally distinct; continuous coherence; concre-
tion. 3. Anything formed by the preceding process. 4. The process of growth by external addi-
tion. 5. The assimilation of external matter by a growing body. 6. The adhesion of external 
matter of things to anything so as to increase it. 7. That which has grown upon or been gradu-
ally added from without; an extraneous addition.66 
Fig.39 
Detail of generative 
object 
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Fig. 40 
Detail of sitting-reticule 
Fig. 41 
Detail of subway ticket-vend-
ing reticule 
Fig. 42 
Detail of vending-reticule 
Fig. 43 
Detail of model, a reticule 
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Fig. 44 
Elevation of reticule 
Fig.45 
Detail of model, resin floor 
Fig. 46 
Detail of model 
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The farthingale structure and the walkways form a giant grotto-like construc-
tion, which hangs from the bridge down in to the park. It is a grotto for the 
East River Park and it is a grotto woven out of bits and pieces of 
of this research. Like the grotto of Buttes Chaumont it puWI1:tes 
rooms on the top of the bridge. 
F~' ~7~~~~~~~~~~~::~~~~::~~~::~~~~~~~~;;~t;~~;;~;;~~~~~~~~~ The game of chinese rings in the Tivoli gardens. An~ny-
mous engraving. Musee Car-
navaletr, Paris. 
Fig. 48 
Longitudinal sectio7f 
Fig. 50 
Detail of mosaic inlay offloor 
plan 
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This project can be seen as a mosaic inlay of tesserae, of images and patterns 
gleaned from the collection of visual materials spawned by the various nodes 
of research. 
The patterns and pieces are mostly generated by manipulating Hieronymous 
Bosch's liThe Garden of Earthly Delights" in Adobe Photoshop. The patterns 
are a generator for the further detailing of the design. 
For example, the floor pattern, made out of colored glass or resin, mimes these 
manipulated patterns. 
fig. 51 
lamp detail worked into Jflce 
structure 
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fig. 52 
both images are example of 
the placement of the lamps 
onto the bridge, the lamps are 
part of the whole lacy net-
work I weave around and 
into the bridge. 
Fig. 53 
Corset-structure to reinforce 
the fartingale structure, 
through this work called reti-
cules, little 'private'rooms. 
Fig. 54 
Detail of the mosaic inlay of 
the Bosch-patterns 
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The circular patterns in the section drawings represent metal fabric, chain 
mail. 
Fig. 55 
Detail of fence around walk-
way, partly inlayed with 
chain metal 
Fig. 56 
Detail of chain mail 
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APPENDIX 
This appendix includes the four competition boards for the "Van Alen East River 
Competition," The Site plan, Level I, level 2, Transverse section, and Longitudinal 
section through the Rapid Transit Station on the Williamsburg Bridge in Manhattan, 
New York City. 
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